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Iterators, Iterables

iterable

iterator

oh my

implying that it is ABLE to be iterated over!

an iterable is any object, 
sequence or not, that can 
be iterated over! Examples 
include lists, tuples, sets, 
strings, and dictionaries!

this is the thing DOING the iteration!

an iterator is an object 
that lets you get the next 
element of a sequence 
repeatedly until no more 

elements exist.



A Good Comparison

*borrowed from Kevin T. Li
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1 
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Generators
how do you write your own iterators?

Using a list >>> fibs = [1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8] 
>>> fib_iter = iter(fibs)

Two issues: 
1) I have to calculate out values of fib myself 
2) I can only make a finite iterator

Using a 
generator

>>> def fibs(): 
      prev = 0 
      current = 1 
      while True： 
        yield current 
        current = current + prev 
        prev = current 
>>> fib_iter = fibs()

generator function

generator object (generator)
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a final note on equality
• a is b 

• Object equality 
• This tells you whether two names are pointing to the 

same thing (consult environment diagram) 
• a == b 

• Value equality 
• This tells you whether two numbers or two lists contain 

identical values.

But what happens if you use is for checking number equality? 
Weird things happen.

>>> a = 256 
>>> b = 256 
>>> a is b 
True

>>> a = 257 
>>> b = 257 
>>> a is b 
False

if the second part doesn’t make sense, it’s okay.



Thanks for coming.
Have a great rest of your week! :)
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